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“▣
▣“Where does the play of imagination come 

from? When are sounds music? When are 
patterns and colors art? When are words 
literature? When is instruction teaching? 

▣(Nachmanovitch, 1990:5)







A Conversation In A Bag
Adapted from, and inspired by, the Cupsule Conversation created by

Giskin Day, NTF, Imperial College London



Unroll your scroll

one task at a time



6 Tasks to complete in 
10 minutes

in pairs or groups
as instructed

(but ignore some of the 
paper instructions…)



Off you go!



Let’s look at your labels…

https://www.amazon.co.uk/100pcs-Brown-Kraft-Paper-Wedding/dp/B00LM5JGSE/ref=pd_lpo_vtph_200_lp_img_3?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=VZ4HHH2YNEXZNEE3ACGJ



How do we define play?

Go to
www.todaysmeet.com/play



▣ It’s fun and without predetermined purpose 
(Brown)

▣ Can encompass pastimes, recreation, 
entertainment, hobbies (Sutton-Smith)

▣ All play means something (Huizinga)
▣ It’s not a matter of idleness or diversion but 

about “taking reality lightly” (Kane)
▣ There are too many types of play to name 

them all (Fagen)
▣ Play is defined by context – not what we do 

but how we do it (Nachmanovitch)

. 



What is play for?



Huizinga

It is central to 
navigating human 

existence
Older than culture
Animals knew how 

to do it
before civilisations 

emerged

Brown

For fun
For healthy brain 

development
To ensure healthy 
socialisation and 
combat deviancy

Kane

Play as a generator 
of originality, 

growth and new 
development

Nachmanovitch

for self expression 
and creativity:
“everything in 

nature arises from 
the power of free 

play sloshing 
against the power 

of limits”

Sutton Smith

Survival:
It is ambiguous 

and
not always 
innocent

7 (contrasting)
Rhetorics of Play

Plato

One of the quickest 
ways of learning 
about someone



How many types of play 
can you think of?

Go to
www.todaysmeet.com/play



want big impact?

Use big image

Brian Sutton Smith, The Rhetorics of Play chapter in the Game Design Reader, Salen and Zimmerman



The science of play



Neoteny

Play sculpts 
the brain

Play and brain 
size correlation

Rat research

Otters





Neoteny

Play sculpts 
the brain

Play and brain 
size correlation

Rat research

Otters





An upsurge in play

Did yours look like this?











Taking improvisation strategies from music and 
interweaving them into law
Analysing simulation-based medical education using 

computer games
Reinforcing concepts within wildlife conservation (zoology) 

with a table   top board game
Outdoor learning centres and pop up “playscapes”
Raft-building, sheep dog handling (team/leadership 

building)
Pattern and play in mathematics 
Playful public engagement activities led by students 

(chemistry)  which  encourage audience participation 
Juggling in functional biology and plant science classes
Building 3D threshold concepts in 

English/Engineering/Other
Labyrinth walking (creative writing, music, law, dance, 

other)





▣Our aims

▣To enliven and cheer
▣Boost curiosity 
▣Intrigue and challenge
▣Address complex issues
▣Bring people together 
▣Shed new light
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“
▣“Whoever wants to understand much, must play 

much”

▣Gottfried Benn, German Poet and Essayist, 
▣1886-1956 



To talk to us about play…

Alison.james@winchester.ac.uk
@alisonrjames 

S.D.Brookfield@stthomas.edu
www.stephenbrookfield.com


